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Know Your 
Stories

Your parents 
and grandpar-

ents have had many 
adventures—some 
you don’t even know 
about! Some of their 
stories will make you 
laugh, and they can 
help you have faith in 
Heavenly Father. But 
even adults feel shy 
sometimes. Use these 
questions to help 
them remember some 
of their favorite sto-
ries and write down 
or draw pictures of 
their answers.

Could I Enjoy Indexing?
By Emma Abril Toledo Cisneros

I participated in our stake goal to index 50,000 names.  
At first it was hard. On several occasions the batch I  

downloaded had difficult handwriting, and sometimes  
I wanted to return it and download a different one. But 
then I realized that if everyone thought like that, those 
batches would be left to the end. I could imagine many  
lines of people waiting in the spirit world, and I decided to 
continue trying to read those names and transcribe them 
without making a mistake.

I learned to have love for those people. I understood  
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that they truly did need help, and we also needed help from 
them. I came to better understand that Heavenly Father’s 
perfect plan takes everyone into consideration. When we 
follow the inspiration and instructions of His chosen leaders, 
we will witness His mercy and infinite love.

Indexing has been a lovely experience for me. I learned 
to value and love many things about family history. I also 
obtained gifts of great value from our Lord by obeying some-
thing as simple as participating in indexing.
The author lives in Veracruz, Mexico.

Tell me about the 
day I was born.

What did you like to do 
when you were a child?

How did you gain 
your testimony of 

the gospel?
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Tell me about your 
three happiest 

memories.

What was your 
most embarrassing 

moment?


